
Special Consideration Policy 

MCSS supports all students to complete their studies to the best of their ability.  Special 
consideration may be applied for when a student suffers from significant illness or misadventure.  
Students and/or families should contact the school to discuss any concerns – “the more we know, 
the more we can help.”   

Student Services will negotiate with the student/family the level of assistance required and support 
students through the process. 

For any assessment item, affected by special consideration, one or more of the following 
alternatives may be adopted:  

• Alternative assessment items

• Modification of existing assessment items

• Extension on submissions of work of the assessment item

• Deferring assessment of that student until an assessment item/s can be completed. (Does
not apply to the last assessment period in year 12)

• Sitting assessments at times different from other students

• Extra time allowed for assessment items

• Exemption from completing particular assessment items.

The primary aim is to provide assessment opportunities for that student to demonstrate evidence 
for grading and ranking in an environment that is not only fair to the student who has suffered the 
illness or misadventure, but to all students.  

Situations, other than illness and misadventure, including significant sports representation, may 
involve the use of special consideration in the form of extensions of deadlines and alternative 
assessment items. It is the principal’s responsibility to determine what constitutes the use of special 
consideration for other events that are not classed as illness or misadventure. These situations 
should address the need for students to show evidence of performance.  

All applications for Special Consideration should include supporting documentation and are to be 
made with the student’s year coordinator. Special Consideration approval will be by the Executive 
Teacher of Student Services in consultation with year coordinators, faculty executives, classroom 
teachers and auxiliary services as required.   


